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For even n;r4, let n, denote the probability that a random self-avoiding polygon of n steps 
on the three-dimensional cubic lattice is unknotted. We show that rrb” + C as n + 03, for some 
constant C< 1. 
1. Introduction 
Our goal in this paper is to determine the behavior as n --) cx, of the probability 
that a random walk of n steps is unknotted. The question is of interest only for 
walks in three dimensions, since paths carmot be knotted in any other number of 
dimensions. 
Let us choose a common probability distribution d for the displacements of the 
steps of the walk, and let P(n) denote the path obtained by starting at the origin 
and taking n successive independent steps according to the distribution d. In order 
to speak unambiguously of whether P(n) is knotted, it must be “good” in the 
following sense: The last step of P(n) must return to the origin, and P(n) must not 
intersect itself otherwise. If the distribution d is continuous, the probabilitjr that 
P(n) is good will be zero. Even if d is discrete, it will in general tend to zero, since 
the mean square distance from the origin to the terminus of P(n) is at least n times 
the mean square distance for a single step. Thus in what follows we shall condition 
all probabilities on the event that P(n) is good. 
We shall work with the probability distribution for steps that assigns probability 
+- to each of the displacements ( f l,O,O), (0, f 1,0) and (O,O, + 1) in the cubic lat- 
tice iZ3. Because steps alternate between the sublattices of even and odd parity, n 
must be even if P(n) is to return to the origin and n must be at least four if it is 
to do so without intersecting itself otherwise. Thus in what follows we shall assume 
these conditions. 
The resulting paths are called “random self-avoiding polygons” (see Hammersley 
121 and Kesten 831). The probability distribution on the paths is invariant under the 
point group of order 24 for the cubic lattice (which acts by permuting the coordinate 
axes, and possibly reflecting through some of their perpendicular planes). For paths 
of n steps, it is also invariant under the dihedral group of order 2n for the polygon 
(which acts by cyclically permuting the steps, and possibly reversing their order). 
Let K, denote the probability that a random self-avoiding polygon of n steps is 
unknotted. We shall prove the following. 
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Theorem 1.1, We have 
%I 
I/n,c as n+oo, 
for some constant CC 1. 
(1.1) 
Knots in random self-avoiding polygons on the cubic lattice have been considered 
by Vologodskii et al. [9], who concluded from Monte Carlo studies that the pro- 
bability l-n, of being knotted grows linearly with n for small n, reaching 
0.365 it 0.023 for n = 140. This is entirely consistent with our theorem, and suggests 
the estimate 
(1 - (0.365 ~0.023)) “14’ = 0.9968 f 0.0034 
for C. In principle, rigorous bounds for C could be deduced from our proof and 
those of the results upon which we rely, but because of the coarseness of many of 
the arguments, these bounds would be very weak. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We shall need the following fact about knots. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be three-dimensional Euclidean space. Let S be a sphere 
embedded in E. Let K be a circle embedded in E, and suppose that K meets S at 
exactly two pointsp and q, and that it does so transversally. Let K’ be an embedding 
of the circle obtained by closing the portion of K lying inside S with a path lying 
in S, and let K” be an embedding of the circle obtained by ciosing the portion of 
K iying outside S with a path lying in S. Then K is unknotted if and only if K’ and 
K” are both unknotted. 
Proof. According to Seifert [8], every embedding L of a circle in E is the boundary 
aT of an orientable surface T embedded in E. The minimum possible genus of such 
a surface is called the genus g(L) of L. Clearly g(L)zO. According to Schubert [7], 
g(L) = 0 if and only if L is unknotted and, since K’ and K” form a factorization of 
K, we have g(K) =g(K’)+g(K”). These facts establish the lemma. Cl 
We shall now prove that A;‘~ + C for some constant C. Let b(n) denote the 
number of self-avoiding polygons of n steps in the cubic lattice, and let a(n) denote 
the number of these that are unknotted. Hammersley [2] has shown that 
b(n)““-,/3 as n+oo, (2.1) 
for some constant p=4.15... . Indeed, Kesten [3] has shown that 
b(n+2)/b(n)+P2 as n+m, (2.2) 
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which is stronger. We shall show that 
a(n)““+a) as n-,00, (2.3) 
for some constant carp. From this it will follow that 
w 1’n = (&)/b(n))“” n +a/b=C as n+oo. 
Our proof of (2.3) will follow Hammersley’s proof of (2.1), with due regard to the 
topology of the polygons. 
We shall show that the function n Y a(n is supermultiplicative; that is, 
a(n + m)/8(n + m) 1 (a(n)/&z)(a(m)/&n). (2.4) 
According to Fekete (see Polya and Szego [6, Part I, Chapter 3, Section 1, Problem 
98]), this imp!ies that 
(a(n)/8n)“” + a as n-,00, 
for some constant a. Since (1/8n)“‘+ 1 as n + 00, this implies (2.3). 
Let A(n) denote the set of unknotted self-avoiding polygons of n steps, so that 
a(n)= #A(n). Let A’(n) denote the set of orbits of A(n) under the action of the 
dihedral group of order 2n on the polygons. Since each polygon in A(n) has n ver- 
tices and is distinct from its reversal, each orbit in A’(n) contains exactly 2n 
polygons, which differ from each other by translations and perhaps reversal. Thus 
if a’(n) = #A’(n), we have a’(n) =a(n)/2n. To prove (2.4) it will therefore suffice to 
show that 
a’(n + m) 1 +a’(n)a’(m). (2.5) 
If Vis a finite nonempty set of vertices in the cubic lattice, let min(V) denote the 
lexicographically smallest vertex in V (the vertex (4, r;l, [) with the smallest value of 
r; as among these, that with the smallest value of q; and as among these, that with 
the smallest value of c). Similarly, let max( V) denote the lexicographically argest 
vertex in V. 
An orbit o in A’(n) may be regarded as a set of n vertices V(U) with min( V(m)) = 
(0, 0, 0), together with a set of edges E(o), each edge being an uaordered pair of suc- 
cessive vertices. 
Suppose WE A’(n) and o=max( V(U)). Then E(U) contains exactly two of the 
edgese,-,(o)={u,u+(-l,$O)},e,(o)=(u,o+(O,-1,O)) ande&)=(u,u+(O,O,-1)). 
In particular, E(o) contains at least one of the edges e,(o) and ez(o), Suppose that 
e,(o) EE(o) for at least *a’(n) orbits oEA’(n). (The complementary case, in 
which e&)EE(w) for at least to’(n) orbits toeA’( will be dealt with later.) 
Suppose @ E A’(m). Then E(e) contains exactly two of the edges f0 = { (0, 0, 0), 
(1, 0, O)>, f, = ((0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0)} and fi = ((0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1)) . In particular, E(@) con- 
tains at least one of the edges f, and fi. Suppose that f, EE(@) for at least +a’(@ 
orbits @PA’. (Thecomplementary case, in which fi EE(@) for at least +a’(@ 
orbits @PA', will be dealt with later.) 
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Given UJE A’(n) with e,(W) E&O) and @PA’ with f, EE(@), we may con- 
struct an orbit w GA’@ + m) as follows. Take the orbit w together with the translate 
@ t u(w) + (1, - 1,O) of @; delete the edge e,(a) from o and the translate $I t u(o) + 
(1, -1,O) of the edge fi from @; and adjoin the edges {u(w), u(o) t (l,O,O)} and 
{u(w) t (0, - l,O), u(w) t (1, - 1, 0)). Furthermore, v/ is unknotted, as can be seen by 
writing u(w) = (uO, ul, u2) and applying Lemma 2.1 to the surface bounding the box 
{(<,&$r): -+l~ru,++, -+Ir;lIu,++, -+r4%uz++). 
Conversely, given an orbit y oA’(n f m) constructed in this way, there is a unique 
integer &-, such that the halfspace {(& q, c): r c= rot +} contains exactly n vertices 
of V(w). Thus o and @ can be reconstructed from w. It follows that 
a’(n t m) 2 (+a’(n))(+d(m)) = aa’(n)a’(m) 
in the case we have supposed. In the remaining cases, of which there are three, the 
use of a different translation, together perhaps with a rotation through $ turn, 
leads to the same conclusion. This completes the proof of (2.5). 
We shall now prove that CC 1. To do this, we shall construct a sequence w of 
steps and a box 
b‘= {(&&J,& +zS<zS+, --gl~rf, +S[l_r} 
such that the following four properties hold: 
(1) a path Q beginning at (O,O,O) and following the steps w ends at (4,1,0), 
(2) apart from (O,O, 0) and (4,1,0), the path Q visits all and only the lattice points 
inside B, 
(3) the path Q intersects the surface aB of B at two points, and does so 
transversally, 
(4) if the portion of Q lying inside B is closed by a path lying in aB, the resulting 
closed path is knotted. 
We shall construct a sequence u satisfying properties (l), (3) and (4), then alter 
it to obtain w satisfying property (2) as well. 
For brevity, let x=(1,0,0), _Y=(O, 1,0) and z=(O,O, 1). Set 
U = 3x, (z), 2% -22, -Y, -X, -_Y, -X, -Y, 22, zu, (-z), 3x. 
Here we have abbreviated “x, x, x” to “3x”, and so forth. The parentheses in
“(z)” and “(-z)” should be ignored for now; they will be explained later. 
That u satisfies properties (1) and (3) is easily checked. To see that u satisfies pro- 
perty (4), define 
0 = -22, -x, -y, -x, 22 
and observe that the polygon obtained by beginning at (O,O,O) and followng first u 
then u is a trefoil knot K. If the portion of u lying inside B is closed by a path lying 
in aB, the resulting closed path is homotopic to K. Thus u satisfies property (4). 
Now let w be the sequence obtained by replacing “(z)” by 
-z, -Y, -x, z, x, z, -& Y, x 
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and “(-2)” by 
x, Y, -x, -2, x, -2, -x, -y, 2 
in the definition of U. It is easy to check that property (2) is now satisfied, and that 
properties (1) and (3) remain satisfied; since the path obtained from w is homotopic 
to the path obtained from u by a homotopy fixing i3B, property (4) remains atisfied 
as well. 
Let c(n) denote the number of self-avoiding walks of n steps on the cubic lattice. 
Hammersley [2] has shown that 
c(n)“” + /I as n + 00, (2.6) 
where p is the constant hat appears in (2.1). Indeed, Kesten [3] has shown that 
c(n + 2)/c(n) + p2 as n + 00, 
which is stronger. 
Let k denote the number of steps in w. If P is a self-avoiding walk of length m, 
and 1 lfrni - k-t- 1, then we shall say that w occurs at step f of P if, for 11jl k, 
the ith step of w is the same as the (I- 1+ i)-th step of P. If w occurs at step 1 of 
P, then any polygon P’ obtained by closing P is knotted. To see this, suppose that 
the fth step of P departs from the lattice point u. Since, by property (2), P visits 
every lattice point in the translate u + B of B during the occurrence of w at step I, 
it follows from property (3) that P’ intersects the translate o+ aB of aB at two 
points, and does so transversally. By property (4), if the portion of P’ lying inside 
u + B is closed by a path lying in u + aB, the resulting closed path is knotted. Thus, 
by Lemma 2.1, P’ is knotted. 
By properties (1) and (2), it follows that for every kr 1, there is a self-avoiding 
walk Qk beginning at (O,@, Q) and following the steps of the sequence wk (that is, 
k repetitions of the sequence w). According to Kesten [3, Theorem l] there exist no 
and e>O such that for all n 2 no, the number of self-avoiding walks of length n 
that do not contain at least en occurrences of the sequence w is at most (P-E)“. 
The number a(n) of unknotted self.avoiding polygons of length n is at most the 
number of self-avoiding walks of length n - 1 containing no occurrence of w, and 
thus is at most (P-e)“-’ for nr no. If follows that 
a = lim a(n)“” s/3--E, 
n-rm 
and thus that C=cr//I~(jI-~)//3<1. 
3. Conclusion 
We have shown that the probability II, that a random self-avoiding polygon of 
n steps on the cubic lattice is unknotted behaves as C” for some C< 1, in the sense 
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that nj”‘--) C as n 3 00. It is natural to conjecture that K,,+&, --) C2 as n + 00, in 
analogy with (2.2). Kesten’s proof of (2.2), however, makes use of self-avoiding 
walks as well as polygons, and there does not appear to be a serviceable notion of 
an “unknotted self-avoiding walk” with which to construct an analogous proof. 
Our proof could be extended without difficulty to other three-dimensional lat- 
tices, though the constant C would presumably depend upon the lattice. All of these 
lattice distributions, however, have an “excluded volume effect” that plays an 
essential role in our proof. It would thus be of interest o prove an analogous result 
for a continuous distribution without excluded volume. The most natural such 
distribution is the Gaussian, which is invariant under the orthogonal group of rota- 
tions and reflections about the origin. 
The Gaussian distribution was considered by des Cloizeaux and Mehta [l], who 
concluded from Monte Carlo studies that the probability of being unknotted 
decreases exponentially with n and gave an estimate of 0.996 for the constant 
analogous to C. Yet another continuous distribution, based on a mechanical model 
for polymer molecules, was the subject of Monte Carlo studies by Michels and 
Wiegel [4,5], who obtained an estimate of 0.99640& 0.00002 for a constant 
analogous to C. It is remarkable that the estimates obtained for such widely differ- 
ing models should be so similar. 
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